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Abstract 
Based on previous research into realism in sound effects, this experiment was            
intended to study the effect of exaggerating minor details as a way of increasing              
perceived realism in sound effects. To do this, a framework for discussing            
components and subcomponents of sounds was constructed and a listening test           
designed using the framework was conducted. A two-way repeated measures          
ANOVA was used to measure the two main effects exaggeration (yes/no) and            
sound type (musical/non-musical). There was no effect of exaggeration by itself           
(p = 0.224). Musical sounds were perceived to be more realistic than non-musical             
sounds (p = 0.004). There was some evidence (p = 0.102), non-significant but             
interesting, of an interaction effect but it cannot be declared with confidence. 
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1. Introduction 
It has been shown that players prefer game sound         
which they perceive to be believable (Hulthe, 2018)        
and that an increase in what players perceive to be          
realistic sound will increase their level of immersion        
in a game (McMahan, 2003). In an unpublished        
study by Emilsson and Jerner (2016) on       
believability in piano sounds it was found that test         
subjects consistently rated a digital sample- and       
synthesis hybrid piano higher in believability than       
an actual studio grand piano recorded for the same         
experiment. While the test stimuli also contained       
several other digital pianos, the digital piano which        
was deemed to be the most believable had its         
settings for hammer and pedal noises to their        
maximum respective values resulting in an obvious       
exaggeration in a direct comparison to the actual        
grand piano. This warrants further studying of what        
creates the illusion of realism in sound effects and         
possible ways to directly increase the level of        
perceived realism in sound effects. 
 
1.1 Perceived Realism 
 

In general, the lifelike appearance of the       
moving images and the impression of      
reality they trigger can be coined      
“perceptual realism”. This perceptual    
realism is different from realism in terms       
of content, as the basic lifelike qualities of        
persons, objects and movements are not      
related to whether persons, objects and      
movements occur in a realistic or a       
nonrealistic fictional world. As a general      
rule, films that can be described as       
portraying realism in terms of theme and       
content and films that embrace spectacular      
genres such as fantasy, adventure and      
science fiction all rely on perceptual      
realism. Even though a science fiction      
film may not be in accordance with our        
present knowledge about physical reality,     
it may realise its futuristic events with       
naturalistic detail and display persons,     
objects and events in ways that make       
immediate sense in terms of space, time       
and causality. (Langkjær, 2010) 
 

Two concepts should be separated when discussing       
realism: Objective realism will be used to discuss        
sounds or phenomena as they are measurable purely        
by objective means, for example as displayed by        
scientific instruments. Subjective realism, or     
perceived realism, on the other hand would be what         
a subject thinks or experiences as realistic in a sound          
and it might be either objectively realistic or altered         
in some way. It is contextual and may benefit from a           

reduction in objective realism in favour of cohering        
to or referencing pre-existing sound conventions      
(Grimshaw, 2008).  

While by no means an exhaustive list, a        
few elements that will contribute to sound effects        
being perceived as being more realistic have been        
identified: When writing about realism in sound       
effects in movies Langkjær (2010) suggests that       
people will accept an intended sound source to be         
represented by something that sounds similar as       
long as it occurs in synchrony with the depicted         
event and is similar enough. He brings up the         
somewhat classic Foley example of two halves of a         
coconut being gently struck against each other to        
represent a horse’s hooves on cobblestone. He goes        
on to say:  

 
This indicates that movies profit from a       
high degree of perceptual tolerance from      
their audiences in the sense that what can        
be counted as perceptually real is not       
necessarily what sounds like reality in and       
of itself. Perceptual realism in terms of       
sound is not a question of matching reality        
and representation, but rather a question of       
how the representation activates    
perceptual processes that in some     
important aspects are like the perception      
of unmediated reality. 
 

For our purposes this suggests that temporal       
synchrony with moving picture is a direct       
contributor to a sound effect being perceived as        
more realistic.  

Foley sound effects were invented by their       
namesake Jack Foley in the 1920’s as the american         
film industry began incorporating sound in their       
productions. Mr Foley and his assistants created       
their soundtracks by recording themselves     
performing all sound effects and background noise       
on a soundstage watching the film on a screen,         
much like symphony orchestras do with film scores.        
Today the practice has evolved but is still used to          
re-record, replace or simply add sound to scenes as         
sound often isn’t possible to be adequately captured        
on set (Ament, 2014). It can be used to make a prop            
or event sound more realistic but for this experiment         
the term Foley would be slightly misleading since        
nothing was recorded post hoc. All sounds were        
recorded simultaneously and on the “set” with       
several microphones in one live take. 

Klang (2017) showed that players perceive      
longer loops of automatic gunfire to sound more        
realistic than shorter loops and proposed that a        
minimum of 12 individual shots be used in loops.         
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12 shots at the two rifles’ cyclic rates of 600 and           
800 rounds per minute respectively correspond to a        
length of about a second per loop. This shows that          
variance, avoiding repetition, is one way of       
increasing the level of perceived realism in sound        
effects. Also, that one second might be a minimum         
tolerable limit for a loop before the repetition is         
perceived as unbearably obnoxious. 

Hulthe (2018) showed that footsteps and      
player character sounds in a first person shooter had         
a higher level of believability when recorded and        
played back binaurally than when recorded and       
played back in mono. For our purposes believability        
and perceived realism are synonymous in meaning.       
Having two ears, humans experience the natural       
world of sound, i.e. sound not reproduced artificially        
by some form of loudspeaker, in stereo. No natural         
sound is experienced with a complete lack of stereo         
width, i.e. mono where the sound has a correlation         
of 100 % between the ears. The opposite of a sound           
with no stereo width would be a sound with a          
complete lack of correlation between different sound       
channels. Applied to human anatomy: a sound with        
no correlation between the ears. This suggests that        
the point of most realistic stereo width for any given          
natural sound lies somewhere in between the two        
extremes. To be perceived as realistic, sound effects        
should correspond in a believable way to how        
humans normally experience the intended sound      
source. A sense of believable spatial dimension       
therefore also means an increase in perceived       
realism. 
 
1.2 Compound Sounds 
Another potential way of increasing perceived      
realism might lie in exaggerating normally subtle       
but distinct parts of a sound, or somehow affecting         
the sound’s character to feel more authentic. To        
design a method for this we can think of most          
sounds as being compound sounds: many sounds       
being experienced at once, as one. As an example,         
take the sound of a choir: many voices in equal but           
different parts create a totality where every voice is         
a component and none is more important than the         
next in creating the sound. In contrast, some sounds         
do have a clearly recognisable main part and one or          
more subcomponents which, while certainly     
contributing to the compound sound, are not vital        
for a listener to actually understand what it is that he           
or she is listening to. An example of such a sound           
could be closing a wooden door. Just like the choir          
“sound” is composed of many small parts, the sound         
of the door closing is not a single sound but also           
made up of many smaller component parts. For        
example: the handle rattling, latches inside the       
locking mechanism, bad hinges, the wood in the        
door could creak from being bent and it might have          
a poorly fitted window that’s shaking slightly. These        

would all be examples of the subcomponents       
composing the compound sound. Arguably     
however, these are all secondary to the main        
component: the slam of the door itself against the         
door frame. In short: We define compound sounds        
as being the totality of a collection of sounds and we           
define components as any discrete parts in said        
compound sound. Sometimes, as in the case of the         
door, it is also useful to differentiate into main         
component and subcomponents.  
 
1.3 Aims 
The point of this experiment was to help sound         
designers create more realistic sounds by studying       
and defining part of a concrete methodology for        
doing so. The main question was therefore whether        
if exaggerating detail could affect the perceived       
realism of a compound sound. The following       
variables were defined: 
 

Independent Variables 
(1) Level of Detail Exaggeration 
(2) Sound Type 
 
Dependent Variable 
(1) Perceived Realism 

2. Method 
Independent variable (IV) 1, Level of Detail       
Exaggeration, was chosen to have only two levels        
for simplicity: with exaggeration of chosen      
subcomponents and without exaggeration. As     
stated in the introduction, a similar but unpublished        
experiment was previously done on musical sounds.       
In this experiment we wanted to see if the effect          
translated to other types of sounds as well.        
Therefore IV 2 was sound type and had two levels:          
musical and non-musical.  

These were aimed to be presented in a        
listening test using different samples of musical and        
non-musical sounds, with and without exaggeration.      
The sounds would be presented in a randomised        
order for each participant to determine if test        
subjects would perceive an exaggerated level of       
detail to be more realistic. The dependent value was         
therefore perceived realism.  

 
2.1 Creating the sounds 
This will be a general overview. Specific details for         
each sound will come in subsequent subsections. As        
noted above we tested both musical and non-musical        
sounds. To avoid a potentially distracting amount of        
repetitiveness in the test stimuli we needed to create         
a variety of both categories of sounds. Both the         
musical and non-musical categories contained two      
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different types of stimuli: piano/guitar for the       
musical category and car/door for the non-musical       
category. Two different instances of each were       
created for a total of 8 distinctly different sound         
examples. The guitars, doors and one of the cars         
were recorded manually with microphones. The      
other car was recorded in a digital game and both          
pianos with a digital piano software that was also         
used in the original unpublished study. To create        
exaggerated and non-exaggerated sounds two     
versions of all 8 sounds were created: one where         
subcomponents were exaggerated and one where      
they were not. This created a total of 16 stimuli as           
shown in table 2.1 

For the sounds recorded manually with      
microphones this was done by placing one       
microphone at a distance to capture the entire sound         
and placing other microphones only a few       
centimetres away from the desired subcomponents,      
a practice sometimes referred to as “spot miking”. In         
the version without exaggeration only the sound       
from the distant microphone would be playing while        
the version with exaggeration would contain all       
microphones.  

For the digital sounds a slightly different       
method had to be used as there was no possibility to           
record the entire sound with a distant main mic, and          
thus no way of blending in spot mics with the main           
mic to create the exaggerated version. Instead,       
exaggeration had to be created with existing controls        
for volume adjustments. The version considered      
non-exaggerated had all audio settings either normal       
or reduced while the exaggerated version had some        
major settings adjustments for the chosen      
subcomponents. Specifics for each sound are located       
in their respective section further into the method. 

A few factors with disruptive potential      
were taken into consideration: Temporal synchrony,      
along with any suggestion provided by a picture,        
could have caused the sound effects to be perceived         
as more realistic. This study was therefore done        
without picture of any kind. Instead, a simple white         
text label such as “PIANO” was placed in the         
middle of a black screen. See figure 2.3 for an          
example. Another factor to be eliminated was       
spatiality. Therefore, it was decided to do the test         
entirely in mono. A Zoom H2n was used in mid-side          
mode set to a stereo width of 0%, and therefore only           
recording a mono signal, was used as the main         
microphone to pick up the sound as a whole from a           
distance. Two Zoom H4n microphones were used as        
spot mics for recording chosen components. They       
were set to stereo mode but had only one of their           
microphones aimed at the desired sound source.       
This channel was later isolated when processing the        
recordings, again resulting in a single mono signal.        
All post processing was done in the digital audio         

workstation Reason 9 (Propellerhead Software,     
2016). 

All sounds were calibrated to a perceived       
loudness of -23 dB LUFS A-weighted with a        
measuring window of 300 ms. Loudness measuring       
was done with Loudness Meter (Flower Audio,       
2012). To achieve the exaggerated versions of the        
manually recorded sounds the main mic was       
attenuated about 6 dB from the non-exaggerated       
version and the additional spot mics were blended in         
with the original sounds so the resulting sound        
totalled around -23 LUFS as well. When compared        
to the distant microphone, the spot mics meant for         
capturing the quieter sounds contained large spikes       
in volume from the loudest components bleeding       
through. The spot mics were therefore continuously       
volume adjusted during each sound. In essence:       
Where the mics were deemed to be too quiet but          
contained desirable information they were amplified      
to levels audible against the main mic and where         
deemed so loud they would drown out the other         
mics they were attenuated to a level where the         
complete sound was still clearly recognisable as       
coming from the main mic. An example of the         
volume automation can be seen in figure 2.2.  

 
 

Door 1 Door 1 Exag 

Door 2 Door 2 Exag 

Car 1 Car 1 Exag 

Car 2 Car 2 Exag 

Piano 1 Piano 1 Exag 

Piano 2 Piano 2 Exag 

Guitar 1 Guitar 1 Exag 

Guitar 2 Guitar 2 Exag 

Table 2.1. The sounds. 
 

Figure 2.2. The raw audio from one of the doors          
(above) and the volume automation curve for one of         
the spot mics (below). The audio appears to have its          
peaks clipped because it’s in a slightly zoomed        
view. The actual audio did not clip.  
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2.1.1 Creating the musical sounds 
The musical sounds chosen were two pianos and        
two guitars and had to be captured with two         
different methods. The pianos were provided by a        
digital plugin, Radical Piano (Propellerhead 2012).      
The plugin grants direct control over the level of (1)          
the hammers hitting the strings on key down, (2)         
the dampeners returning to resting against the       
strings on key up, (3) sustain pedal noises and (4)          
body resonance. These were defined as      
subcomponents to the tonal main sound of the        
piano and adjusted significantly in the exaggerated       
and non-exaggerated versions. The instrument,     
Radical Piano, has a default level of these sounds         
which it refers to as “0 dB”. For the non exaggerated           
version of the pianos these settings were used:        
Hammers 0 dB, dampeners -12 dB, sustain pedal -6         
dB, body resonance -6 dB. For the exaggerated        
pianos these settings were used: Hammers +6 dB,        
dampeners 0 dB, sustain pedal +6 dB, body        
resonance +6 dB. Essentially, a 12 dB difference in         
all cases between exaggerated and not.  

The piano’s stereo output was summed to       
mono by setting the plugin to a width of 0%. A high            
shelf filter was used in post processing to boost the          
treble by 10 dB at 9 kHz to compensate for a           
“boxiness” which appeared in the sound when       
summing to mono.  

 
Two microphones were used to record the guitar, a         
steel-stringed acoustic guitar played with fingers. In       
addition to the main sound of the guitar as a whole           
captured by the main mic, the subcomponents to be         
exaggerated were defined as fretboard noise and       
the sound of the fingers plucking the strings. The         
main mic was placed at a distance of two metres          
straight in front of the guitar body. One spot mic          
was used, pointing at the nut on the guitar’s         
headstock at roughly five cm.  

No volume automation was used in the post        
processing of the guitars as the defined       
subcomponents were constantly simultaneous with     
the main guitar sound, they were instead balanced        
with the spot mic roughly 6 dB quieter than the          
main mic so both together totalled -23 LUFS. A         
high pass filter was applied on the spot mic channel          
to cut everything below 500 Hz by 12 dB per octave           
to prevent phasing issues resulting from the       
differing distances between the mics and to leave        
the tonality of the guitar to the main mic. A low pass            
filter was also used on the spot mic to cut everything           
above 10 kHz by 12 dB per octave to dull the sound            
slightly.  
 
2.1.2 Creating the non-musical sounds 
The non-musical sounds chosen were two doors       
and two cars. The doors recorded were one        

semi-modern heavy apartment front door and one       
cheap indoors plywood door. Like the guitars, the        
main sound was captured by a designated main mic         
and the components with spot mics. These were the         
major component, the slam, and the subcomponents       
door handle and locking mechanism. Microphone      
setups for both doors were as similar as the         
environment permitted them to be. The main mic        
was placed at a distance of one and a half meters           
away from the door to capture the sound as a whole.           
The two other microphones were used to record the         
subcomponents at a distance of a few centimeters.        
The extra mics were placed (1) aiming at the handle          
and locking mechanism, at roughly five centimeters       
and (2) on the opposite side of the door at a distance            
of 20 centimeters, placed half a metre from the         
ground to capture another character of the slam.  

No post processing, either with EQ or       
volume automation, was done on the main mic on         
either of the doors. On the spot mics however, 12          
dB per octave high pass filters were set at 500 Hz to            
prevent low end phasing issues. 12 dB per octave         
low pass filters were set at 10 kHz to make the mics            
slightly duller and less intrusive. As shown in figure         
2.2 the spot mics were volume automated to bring         
out the quiet detail while reducing the loud peak,         
preventing clipping. 
 
The cars chosen were one real car and one from a           
digital game. They could not be captured in the         
exact same way but in both cases components were         
defined and processed. The real car, a Ford Focus         
2007 with a Flexifuel engine running on petrol, was         
recorded by the side of the road in a northern          
swedish snow covered forest. Its subcomponents      
were defined as inner engine and exhaust. Because        
of the impracticality of recording specific      
component sounds on a moving vehicle, the car was         
instead stationary and revving the engine in neutral.        
This, of course, rendered recording either the       
transmission or surface sounds impossible. The      
main mic was placed approximately 20 metres       
behind the car to capture a reasonable representation        
of the car as a whole as the main sound. Extra mics            
were placed (1) on the ground just below the         
radiator under the front bumper of the car to capture          
the whirring of cogs and the radiator fan inside the          
engine compartment and (2) 30 cm from the        
exhaust. 

The spot mics for the real car were treated         
much the same as for the doors except that the spot           
mic placed just underneath the radiator did not have         
a high pass filter enabled. This was done because         
the distance between this mic and the main mic at          
well over twenty metres apart was deemed to be         
significant enough as to not cause any major audible         
phasing issues. It would also capture a sound quite         
different than the other mics placed behind the car in          
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direct line of sight of the exhaust. The engine         
responded to rapid increase in given gas with a         
slight chunk sound before spinning up. Because this        
sound was produced by some sort of control        
mechanism inside the engine, and slightly before it        
spun up, the sound could be almost completely        
isolated and amplified with use of the spot mic         
placed under the radiator as part of the inner engine          
subcomponent. The general process of amplifying      
relatively quiet sections and attenuating loud ones       
was done in the same way as for the doors. Both           
spot mics had low pass filters of 12 dB per octave at            
10 kHz. As stated, only the exhaust spot mic had a           
high pass filter of 12 dB per octave at 500 Hz.  

The second car was recorded in a digital        
game: Dirt Rally 2.0 (Codemasters, 2019). This car        
could not be captured as a whole with a main mic           
but instead was treated much like the piano. The         
components of the game car were defined as engine,         
transmission and surface, the engine being the       
main component in the compound sound and the        
two others being subcomponents. While the real car        
sound presented participants with an exterior sound       
of a car, the game car sound was captured inside the           
driver’s compartment of a rally car during part of a          
driven stage. In the game’s audio settings it was         
possible to adjust the level of engine and surface         
noise independently of each other. The exaggerated       
version was recorded with all volume sliders at their         
maximum, default, values as the experimenter drove       
the car. For the non-exaggerated version, a bug, or         
“unexpected feature”, had been discovered in the       
game where the car’s sound would be slightly        
different in replay mode compared to when actually        
playing the game. The loud whining noise of the         
car’s racing transmission was considerably quieter      
despite being on the same audio settings. The bug to          
reduce the sound of the transmission was used in         
conjunction with lowering the volume of surface       
noise from a setting of 100 to 50, whilst no change           
was made to the engine level, to achieve a         
significantly different sound than when not in replay        
mode. In short: the volume of surfaces and        
transmission were approximately halved in the      
non-exaggerated version. 

No per-component EQ or volume     
automation was used, nor possible, for the digital        
car. The two versions, exaggerated and      
non-exaggerated, were simply recorded to a mono       
track and kept as such for use in the experiment.  

 
2.2 Test and distribution 
The experiment was presented as a listening test in         
which the test subjects would listen to and rate one          
sound at a time for the 16 examples. Rating was          
done on an interval scale from 1-10 where 1         
represented “less realistic” and 10 represented      
“more realistic”. These labels were used instead of 1         

being “unrealistic” and 10 being “realistic” to avoid        
suggesting to the test subjects that the lowest score         
was objectively unrealistic and the highest score       
objectively realistic. Each questionnaire began with      
asking the test subjects how often they usually play         
digital games or consume some type of digital        
media. They then watched a video with basic        
instructions for the test process. The video ended        
with a familiarisation phase in which a short        
segment of most of the sounds, in particular those         
the experimenter thought most extreme in terms of        
realistic and unrealistic, were demonstrated to the       
participants. This was deemed necessary to give the        
participants a cursory view of the sounds included in         
the experiment and to prompt them to use the entire          
range of the interval scale. Each question in the test          
presented the test subject with a single sound,        
presented in a video hosted by the experimenter on a          
Youtube channel, and the interval scale with which        
to rate the sound. Pictured in figure 2.3 

The order of the stimuli was randomised in        
the test for each participant by giving each sound         
example a unique number between 1 and 16 and         
then, by using a randomly generated number       
sequence, creating a new form for each new        
participant with this new sequence of videos. The        
forms were created using Google Forms for ease of         
use and distribution. The test, being entirely self        
contained in the forms and resulting in unique        
spreadsheets for each form, was distributed simply       
by presenting participants with a form (as was done         
on campus) or with a link to their form (as was done            
for the online participants). Their answers were then        
sorted into a master database by comparing their        
answered form to a registry containing the order of         
sound examples for each specific form. 
 

 
Figure 2.3. The participants’ interface for each       
video. 
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3. Results 
We conducted an analysis of variance test to        
determine (1) whether there was a main effect of         
exaggeration and of sound type (i.e. was there a         
statistically significant difference in mean realism      
rating for exaggerated sounds in comparison to       
non-exaggerated sounds, and for musical sounds      
compared to non musical sounds). We also wanted        
to know (2) whether there would be a statistically         
significant interaction effect (e.g. whether there was       
a positive effect of exaggeration that was only        
present for one type of sound). Two-way       
repeated-measures ANOVA normally requires    
examining Mauchly’s test for sphericity but as each        
independent variable in our experiment only had       
two levels this was not necessary.  

 
No significant effect of exaggeration was found       
(F(1,12) = 1.640, p = 0.224, partial eta = 0.120).          
Musical sounds however were rated as being       
perceived to be significantly more realistic than the        
non-musical sounds (F(1,12) = 12.445, p = 0.004,        
partial eta = 0.509). There was also some evidence         
of interaction between the variables (F (1,12) =        
3.129, p = 0.102, partial eta = 0.207).  
 
Estimated Marginal Means Table 3.1 shows the       
overall mean for all sounds in the experiment. Table         
3.2 shows the means for musical and non-musical        
sounds as rated with and without the exaggeration        
applied. Table 3.3 shows the means for all sounds,         
musical or non-musical. Table 3.4 shows means for        
the specific categories. The means are displayed in        
graphs in figure 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8.  
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 95% Confidence Interval 

Grand Mean Mean Std Error Lower Bound Upper Bound 

-  6.841 0.309 6.168 7.515 
Table 3.1. Grand mean. 
 
 95% Confidence Interval 

Exaggerated Mean Std Error Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Yes 6.654 0.381 5.823 7.485 
No 7.029 0.297 6.381 7.677 

Table 3.2. Exaggerated means. 
 
 95% Confidence Interval 

Musical Mean Std Error Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Yes 7.548 0.414 6.646 8.451 
No 6.135 0.316 5.447 6.822 

Table 3.3. Musical means. 
 
 95% Confidence Interval 

Exaggerated Musical Mean Std Error Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Yes Yes 7.596 0,512 6.482 8.711 
 No 5.712 0,357 4.934 6.489 

No Yes 7.500 0,441 6.539 8.461 
 No 6.558 0,340 5.817 7.298 
Table 3.4. Exaggerated * Musical interaction means.  
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Table 3.5. The within-subjects effects table. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.6. Means for all sounds either  
being (left) or not being (right) musical. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7. Means for all sounds either  
being (left) or not being (right) exaggerated.  
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Figure 3.8. Line graph of the interaction effects of the independent variables. 

4. Analysis 
Data analysis was done in IBM SPSS Statistics        
software. As we can see from the significant main         
effect of sound type in the ANOVA, musical        
sounds were rated to be more realistic than        
non-musical sounds. Figure 3.6 shows the mean of        
the musical sounds at 7.548 against 6.135 for the         
non-musical sounds. They were also less impacted       
by the use of exaggeration. People might likely not         
be entirely foreign to hearing musical instruments       
such as piano or guitar in recordings of varying         
quality and with heavy processing such as       
equalisation or compression, e.g. they will probably       
still realise that it’s a piano or a guitar they’re          
listening to despite the recording being poorly       
done, the normal dynamic range being cut in half         
and having the spectral balance dramatically      
shifted. Thus the participants may have rated the        
musical sounds higher in realism simply because of        
a higher tolerance, or lower standard, of what is         
needed for them to be considered realistic.       
Non-musical sounds on the other hand might be        
more sensitive to manipulation, possibly because      
people are more used to hearing sounds such as         
doors in a naturalistic setting and bringing out extra         
detail by artificial means might not create an        
illusion of realism at all. This might be completely         
different with an accompanying picture, for Foley       
sounds in film making for example.  

As can be seen from the non-significant effect of         
exaggeration, exaggeration by itself does not seem       
to provide an increase in perceived realism. Rather,        
different sounds may benefit or suffer from       
different methods of exaggerating components. It      
could also be the case that the exaggerations simply         
were poorly executed in this study. Figure 3.7        
shows that the sounds were rated higher in realism         
overall when not exaggerated with a mean of 7.029         
compared to a mean of 6.654 when exaggerated.  

Figure 3.8 shows the interaction effects      
with the lines musical, yes (blue) and no (red),         
against exaggeration(exag), yes (left) and no      
(right), on the X-axis, and the estimated marginal        
means on the Y-axis. We can see that musical         
sounds remained almost identical regardless of      
exaggeration. The non-musical sounds on the other       
hand were rated slightly higher without      
exaggeration, although not with statistical     
significance (F (1,12) = 3.129, p = 0.102, partial eta          
= 0.207).  

We set out to study whether it would be         
possible to increase the perceived realism of sounds        
and found either none or the exact opposite effect         
in the grand scheme of things. If further analysis         
was done on the individual sounds there might be         
signs suggesting otherwise. A quick check by the        
experimenter with paired t-tests on the exaggerated       
and non-exaggerated versions of each sound      
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(degrees of freedom = 12) revealed that Guitar 1         
showed a nearly significant positive effect (p =        
0.06) of exaggeration increasing perceived realism      
while the other musical sounds showed vanishingly       
little effect at all. Guitar 1 played a sound-alike of          
the intro to ZZ-Top’s La Grange, a highly rhythmic         
part with lots of pauses and thus plucking the         
strings from silence. Guitar 2, which showed a        
non-significant negative effect (p = 0.248) played a        
sound-alike to AC/DC's Meltdown with less silence       
and less percussive playing. Both were recorded       
and processed the exact same way which may        
suggest that it was not the processing by itself that          
did the difference but that it brought out something         
more for Guitar 1 than for the other, or that it was            
just coincidence. The pianos showed nearly no       
effect whatsoever.  

Regarding the non-musical sounds, the     
doors showed a result similar to the pianos with         
negligible effects. The cars however showed the       
single largest single effect in the test. While the real          
car showed barely any effect at all (p = 0.46), the           
game car showed a decidedly negative impact on        
perceived realism for the exaggerated version (p =        
0.018). More on this car in the discussion. 

5. Discussion 
There are quite a few possible reasons for our         
findings. A few self criticisms are in order:  

The sounds chosen may not have all been        
suitable for this experiment. The cars, but       
especially the inside of a rally car, may have been          
particularly poor choices. Additionally, neither of      
the cars were recorded doing ordinary mundane car        
things such as travelling slowly down a town road.         
For example: The real car, a Ford Focus which is a           
reasonably big family vehicle, was recorded      
stationary when revving its engine to well over        
6000 rpm in comparison to its normal operating        
range of between 1000 and 3000 rpm, increasing to         
circa 3500 rpm in top gear at highway speeds.  

Another potential problem was that the      
volume automation done for the exaggerated      
versions of both the doors and the real car may          
have sounded too much like ordinary and, possibly,        
poorly done compression instead of meaningfully      
bringing out detail in the sound. Further, recording        
a relatively simple compound sound such as a door         
with several microphones simultaneously made     
isolating the different components difficult as the       
sound from one component would bleed into       
microphones meant for other components.     
Recording the components separately would have      
given a much higher degree of control in mixing         
the sounds in post production and would have been         

more akin to traditional sound design and Foley        
work.  

Defining and choosing components to     
exaggerate proved to be quite the task in itself with          
some mistakes made along the way. Trying to        
capture a component with more than one       
microphone or spot-miking an already loud      
component to create another character of that       
component may done nothing more than      
complicate the process without adding meaningful      
detail. This was done for both doors and could be          
argued happened for the guitars as well. The most         
clear cut sounds to define components for were        
undoubtedly the pianos as the instrument used       
came with actual volume knobs for the sounds        
planned to be used as components. The game car         
was also very obvious with which sounds were to         
be used as components and manipulated. Despite       
this, it did not work out as planned and the result is            
ambiguous at best. While showing a clear       
difference between the non-exaggerated and the      
exaggerated versions in the raw data, which version        
to actually be considered the exaggerated one is        
debatable, i.e. was amplifying the transmission and       
surface the exaggerated version or was amplifying       
the engine the exaggerated version? The idea of the         
entire experiment was to amplify less important       
components against a main sound. The engine is        
arguably the most important component sound in a        
car, which is why the transmission and surface        
sounds were chosen as subcomponents to be       
amplified. It is possible that the engine was not         
loud enough in either of the variations to conform         
with the participants’ idea of a car, thus rendering         
the amplification of the subcomponents a direct       
detriment instead of an improvement. It is therefore        
not unreasonable to assume that the increase in        
perceived realism occurs only if the exaggerated       
compound sound is closer to a listener’s idea of         
realism, which as discussed earlier is contextual.  

Less obvious for the choice of components       
was the real car. It was decided to spot mic both           
the exhaust and the inner workings of the engine in          
an attempt to capture them with an entirely        
different character than from the main mic. These        
were chosen because, as one might imagine,       
regular cars are designed and built so as to make as           
little noise as possible from as few places as         
possible. Similarly, doors are also seemingly made       
as to be as silent as possible. Few things on modern           
doors or cars produce low-level sound, making       
amplifying these non-existing sounds difficult.     
Instead, as stated above, we tried to capture a         
different character of some components with spot       
mics where no other components could be found. 

It was also difficult to actually find       
suitable sounds with clearly defined and separable       
components to record. For example, consider the       
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acoustic guitar: As it turns out, placing a        
microphone only five centimetres away from the       
headstock still captures a remarkably good      
representation of the entire guitar. Even despite the        
heavy filtering that was done on the spot mic to          
reduce the fundamental frequencies and tonal      
sounds, to bring out the sounds of the fingers         
against the fretboard, there was a lot of tonality left          
in the overtones. Therefore, rather than just       
amplifying the sound of the fingers manipulating       
the strings, this captured a very bright sound of the          
entire guitar and gave the exaggerated versions an        
entirely different character than the     
non-exaggerated versions.  
 
5.1 Validity and Reliability 
A listening test built around the idea of        
manipulating components in a compound sound      
was determined to be an adequate method of        
answering the research question. Distributing the      
test as an entirely self contained Google Form, with         
a thorough introduction video, seemed to work very        
well as not a single question was asked by the          
participants regarding what to do or how to do         
something. While all participants answered that      
they took the test wearing headphones, the lack of         
precise control over the listening environment for       
the participants makes the reliability of the data        
debatable. Conversely, allowing them to freely      
interpret the concept of realism by not providing a         
set definition, wear their own regular headphones       
and adjust the volume at will could be claimed to          
increase ecological validity. 

The group of test subjects was quite small        
at 4 participants taking the test on campus at KKL          
Piteå and 9 participants taking it online. A larger         
number of participants would have been preferable       
as this rather small group makes the data        
questionable as to whether it is representative of the         
general population.. Additionally, equal numbers in      
the on- and off-campus groups would have meant        
that comparisons could have been made between       
the groups. 
 
5.2 Further research 
A way forward could be research into specific        
methods of exaggerating single types of sounds,       
e.g. different ways of bringing out detail and        
character from pianos as in the case of musical         
sounds. The games industry already seems to be        
focusing more than ever on sound with games like         
Dirt Rally ever pushing for more “realistic” sound        
concrete ways to create that realism will be useful.         
Another topic would be research in which types of         
sounds benefit more or less from which types of         
exaggeration. 
 

5.3 Summary 
● Exaggeration by itself did not seem to       

increase perceived realism. 
 

● The increase in perceived realism might      
occur only if the exaggerated compound      
sound is closer to a listener’s expectations. 
 

● Musical sounds might be perceived to be       
inherently more realistic than non-musical     
sounds. 
 

● The simplicity of online distribution and      
participation is interesting for use on a       
larger scale. The only problem     
experienced with the distribution and data      
collection in this study was having to       
construct each test sequence and sort the       
output data manually for each participant. 
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